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Abstract
Many cognitive abilities, including working memory and reasoning ability, decline with progressing age. In this
study, we investigated whether four weeks of intensive working memory training would enhance working memory
and reasoning performance in an age-comparative setting. Groups of 34 young (19–36 years) and 27 older (62–77
years) adults practiced tasks representing the three functional categories in the facet model of working memory
capacity: storage and processing, relational integration, and supervision. The data were compared to those of a
young and an old active control group who practiced tasks with low working memory demands. A cognitive test
battery measuring near and far transfer was administered before and after training. Both age groups showed
increased working memory performance in the trained tasks and in one structurally similar, but nontrained, task.
Young adults also improved in a task measuring word-position binding in working memory. However, we found no
far transfer to reasoning in either age group. The results provide evidence that working memory performance can
be improved throughout the life span. However, in contrast to a previous study in which each facet of working
memory capacity was trained separately, the present study showed that training multiple functional categories
simultaneously induces less transfer.
Keywords: Aging Cognitive training Reasoning Transfer Working memory capacity
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Effects of Working Memory Training in Young and Old Adults
Working memory (WM) is a cognitive system that provides temporary access to representations, and thereby
builds the basis for complex cognition. Given that WM is an excellent predictor for a wide range of cognitive
abilities, especially for reasoning (Conway, Kane & Engle, 2003; Engle, Kane, & Tuholski, 1999; Kyllonen & Christal,
1990; Oberauer, Süß, Wilhelm & Wittmann, 2008; Süß, Oberauer, Wittmann, Wilhelm & Schulze, 2002), a growing
number of studies have investigated the effectiveness of process-based WM training (i.e., the repetitive practice of
tasks assumed to measure WM capacity) and their possible positive impacts on other cognitive abilities, such as
reasoning. Aging research has shown that WM and reasoning decline with age (Craik & Bialystok, 2006; Kramer &
Willis, 2002; Park et al., 2002), but process-based training interventions focusing particularly on healthy older
adults are still scarce. Therefore, the purpose of the present work was to compare the modifiability of WM
performance in young and old adults and to examine transfer to nonpracticed WM and reasoning tasks.
To date, growing evidence has shown that WM training can lead to performance increases in nonpracticed WM
tasks (see reviews by Klingberg, 2010; Morrison & Chein, 2011). Several studies have demonstrated that such
positive effects are also possible in older adults (Buschkuehl et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2009; Zinke, Zeintl, Eschen,
Herzog, & Kliegel, 2012), although the observed improvements are often smaller in old than in young adults
(Brehmer, Westerberg, & Bäckman, 2012; Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, Larsson, Bäckman, & Nyberg, 2008; Dorbath,
Hasselhorn & Titz, 2011; Karbach & Kray, 2009; Schmiedek, Lövden, & Lindenberger, 2010; but see Bherer et al.,
2005; Li et al., 2008).
Previous findings regarding transfer to reasoning are less consistent. Some studies have established significant
effects of WM training on reasoning measures in young (Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, & Perrig, 2008; Jaeggi et al.,
2010; Klingberg, Forssberg, & Westerberg, 2002; von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012), and even in old (Basak, Boot,
Voss, & Kramer, 2008; Borella, Carretti, Riboldi, & De Beni, 2010; Karbach & Kray, 2009; van Muijden, Band, &
Hommel, 2012), adults. However, the results of other studies have been either inconclusive (Schmiedek et al.,
2010) or did not support training-induced changes in reasoning (Chein & Morrison, 2010; Chooi & Thompson, 2012;
Dahlin, Nyberg, Bäckman, & Stigsdotter Neely, 2008; Owen et al., 2010; Redick et al., in press; Richmond, Morrison,
Chein, & Olson, 2011).
The factors contributing to the success of training interventions in terms of transfer are still unclear, and
comparisons across studies have been complicated mainly by three methodological issues (Conway & Getz, 2010;
Moody, 2009; Shipstead, Redick, & Engle, 2010; von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012). First, prior studies have varied
greatly in terms of training conditions. For example, the numbers of training sessions have ranged from only three
(Borella et al., 2010) to more than 100 (Schmiedek et al., 2010) across studies, and between two and 188 training
sessions within studies (Owen et al., 2010). Second, still only few studies have included active control groups that
have completed alternative tasks that were similarly challenging and motivating as those performed by the training
group. Evaluating training and transfer effects in comparison to an active control group controls not only for retest
effects (as a nonactive or noncontact control group would also do), but also for intervention effects (e.g., effects of
keeping to a regular training schedule or of completing regular computer-based tasks that required a high level of
concentration) and expectancy effects (Oken et al., 2008). Third, although there is evidence that training is more
efficient if the level of task difficulty is adapted to individual performance (Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009;
Klingberg et al., 2005; Metzler-Baddeley & Baddeley, 2009; Tallal et al., 1996), many previous training regimens for
older adults have not included adaptive procedures that adjust task difficulty according to individual performance
(e.g., Li et al., 2008; Schmiedek et al., 2010). Therefore, in order to examine WM training and transfer effects across
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the life span, the present study builds on results recently obtained in young adults with an extensive, wellcontrolled, and adaptive training regimen (von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012). In this study, each of three groups of
participants had training focused on one specific functional category of WM capacity from the facet model of WM
capacity (Oberauer, Süß, Schulze, Wilhelm, & Wittmann, 2000; Oberauer, Süß, Wilhelm, & Wittmann, 2003; Süß et
al., 2002). According to this model, WM capacity can be classified into three functional categories: storage and
processing, relational integration, and supervision. Storage and processing is the simultaneous maintenance and
manipulation of information; relational integration comprises the coordination of information elements into new
structures; and supervision1 is the selective activation of relevant and inhibition of irrelevant information. After
four weeks of extensive and adaptive training of one specific functional category, transfer to multiple nonpracticed
tasks measuring the construct trained was established by training storage and processing and by training
supervision. Both groups also improved in reasoning. Although the group trained in relational integration did not
show such broad transfer, we found a strong effect of relational-integration training on a word-position binding
task measuring WM.
According to the rationale that transfer of training is driven by overlapping cognitive and neural mechanisms
between training and transfer tasks (Buschkuehl, Jaeggi, & Jonides, 2012; Lustig, Shah, Seidler, & Reuter-Lorenz,
2009), even broader transfer effects should emerge for training interventions that target more than one facet of
working memory. Specifically, this means that training storage and processing, relational integration, and
supervision simultaneously could lead to additive transfer effects (i.e., transfer to nonpracticed WM tasks, to
supervision tasks, and to reasoning). Therefore, in the present study, younger and older adults completed an
extensive training intervention comprising tasks from all three functional categories, instead of from only a single
category. As in the previous study, we included an active control group who practiced tasks with low working
memory demand.

METHOD
Over four weeks, participants had to complete 20 sessions of extensive cognitive training. We randomly assigned
participants within each age group (young and old) to one of two training groups: WM training or active control
(AC) training. The study was conducted in a double-blinded manner, which means that neither the participants nor
the experimenter was aware which groups the participants were assigned to. Training and transfer effects were
assessed by administering a broad battery of computer-based tests before and after training. Furthermore, all
participants underwent electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings during a subset of the tasks (the three test
versions of the WM training tasks and the n-back task; see the task descriptions below). Half of the participants
additionally participated in functional and structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), as well as diffusion-tensor
imaging (DTI). These measurements were conducted on another day than the one on which the behavioral
assessments and EEG recordings took place. This study focuses on the behavioral findings only; the neuronal
correlates will be reported elsewhere (Langer, von Bastian, Oberauer, & Jäncke, in press).

PARTICIPANTS
The participants were recruited for a “cognitive training study” by means of the participant pool at the University of
Zurich, flyers distributed at the university’s campus, newspaper advertisements, and senior Internet communities.
A group of 66 young (43 women, 23 men; M age = 23.27, SD = 3.85, age range 18–35 years) and 57 old (23 women,
34 men; M age = 68.42, SD = 3.28, age range 61–77 years) participants completed the study and received CHF 100
(about US $127) or course credits. Additionally, they had the chance to earn a bonus up to a maximum of CHF 50,
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depending on the level of difficulty that they achieved during training. All of the participants were German native
speakers or were highly proficient in German. The respective age groups did not differ in terms of demographic
variables (age, gender, and education; see Table 1). In addition, no group differences emerged for the older
participants in a German version of the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986). Previous
experience with computers and the Internet, and cognitive activity in daily life were assessed via self-constructed
questionnaires before the pretest and showed that all of the participants were experienced with using a computer.
All older adults participating in the study scored 25 points or more in the Mini-Mental-State Examination (Folstein,
Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). All participants gave written consent to participate in the study, which was ethically
approved by the Institutional Review Board of the “Kantonale Ethikkommission” (EK: E-80/2008). Six of the
participants did not complete the study due to lack of interest (five) or technical problems (one), and six other
participants withdrew consent without comment. We excluded four participants who completed fewer than 17
training sessions. Two other participants were excluded due to medical issues (one was diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease, and another reached a clinical score on the GDS). The basic demographics of the participants who
completed the study are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Participant Demographics

Demographics
Sample size (n)
Gender (f/m)
Age (M ± SD)
a
Education (M rank ± SD)
GDS score (M ± SD)

Group
Young
WM
34
22/12
23 ± 4
5±1
-

AC
32
21/11
23 ± 4
5±1
-

Old
WM
27
11/16
68 ± 4
6±2
1.35 ± 1.70

AC
30
12/18
69 ± 3
5±2
1.21 ± 1.24

Note. Training groups did not differ significantly (within age groups) in terms of basic demographics as determined two-tailed t-tests (MannWhitney test in the case of education). WM = working memory training, AC = Active Control.
a

The scale for education ranged from 1 (no formal education) to 8 (doctorate).

DESIGN AND MATERIALS
TRAINING
Each group trained three tasks, each for approximately 10 min during each session. The order of the three tasks
was randomized in each session. All participants within the respective groups started the first session at the same
level of difficulty. Within and across sessions, task difficulty was adapted stepwise in response to the participants’
individual performance (measured as percentages of correctly solved trials; see the Procedure section for details on
the adaptive training algorithm). Training effects on the trained tasks were measured via performance gains during
training and via test versions of each WM training task presented as pre- and posttests.

WM TRAINING
The experimental training comprised one task for each functional category of WM capacity: numerical complex
span (storage and processing), Tower of Fame (relational integration), and figural task switching (supervision). The
tasks were similar to those used in von Bastian and Oberauer (2012), but were adjusted slightly for the purposes of
the present study. First, due to the age-comparative setting, we used an easier-to-understand processing task for
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numerical complex span (even/odd judgments instead of judgments of the correctness of equations). Second, in
response to the participants’ feedback after the previous study, we developed a more engaging version of the
relational integration task. To this end, we used the names of famous people and descriptions of their
neighborhood relations instead of the names of unknown people and descriptions of their kinship relations. Third,
in the present study, we used only four instead of five different stimulus sets for task switching (the fifth set from
the previous study had been used for the test version of the task; see below).

NUMERICAL COMPLEX SPAN
Each trial started with a memory item (two-digit numbers) that was displayed centrally in black font for 0.5 s. This
was followed immediately by a distractor (number with one digit) that was presented centrally in blue. The
participants had to judge the parity (odd or even) of the digit as quickly and accurately as possible. The duration of
the distracting task was 3 s. The distractor disappeared after the participant’s response, and the remaining time
was filled by a blank screen. Afterward, the next memory item followed. After a few memory–decision sequences,
participants had to recall the memoranda in the correct serial order. Unlimited time was provided for recall. In each
session, the participants completed 12 trials. The number of memory items intermixed with the decision tasks
increased with the level of difficulty.

TOWER OF FAME
We developed a task that required the integration of information elements and of the relations between these
elements. Participants had to imagine a tower consisting of six floors, each comprising four apartments (A, B, C, and
D). Sentences describing the location of a famous person’s apartment in this building were presented sequentially.
Each sentence was based on the previous one (e.g., “Tom Cruise lives in the second floor in apartment A,” “Bruce
Willis lives three floors above Tom Cruise, in the apartment to the right”). The participants were then asked to
recall the correct apartments of the famous people that had been mentioned in the sentences previously
presented (e.g., “Tom Cruise lives in?”—“2A”; “Bruce Willis lives in?”—“5B”). Participants completed 15 trials per
session, and the percentage of correct answers served as the score. The level of difficulty was increased by
randomizing the order of recall (e.g., “Bruce Willis lives in?” followed by “Tom Cruise lives in?”), and by increasing
the number of sentences presented. The randomized order of recall would force participants to memorize not only
the apartment numbers (i.e., “2A”), but also the names (i.e., “Tom Cruise”), and thus increase the number of
bindings between information elements that would have to be maintained in memory. In each session, the
participants completed 15 trials.

FIGURAL TASK SWITCHING
Bivalent stimuli (simple geometrical shapes) had to be categorized as accurately and quickly as possible according
to rules given in alternating runs of two. The relevant categorization rule and the stimuli were presented
simultaneously until participants responded or the display duration was exceeded. To increase the task difficulty,
the display duration (i.e., the time to respond to the stimulus) was set to the 99th percentile of the individual
reaction times (RTs) in the trials completed since the last adjustment of difficulty (for a more detailed description of
this procedure, see von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012). Because this adjustment of task difficulty did not introduce
novel stimuli, as was the case for the two other training tasks, variability was enhanced by replacing the sets of
stimuli (i.e., new bivalent stimulus and new categorization rules) in every fifth session. Participants completed 384
trials in each session.
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ACTIVE CONTROL TRAINING
To hold the variability of the training tasks constant, the active control groups completed three different tasks as
well. These tasks were chosen because they required only little WM capacity. In our previous study (von Bastian &
Oberauer, 2012), the active control group had practiced visual matching tasks (e.g., face matching). After training,
the active control group showed large effects on processing speed, which is an important component of many WM
and executive-function tasks (Schmiedek, Oberauer, Wilhelm, Süß, & Wittmann, 2007). It is possible that the active
control group also improved in their performance on these tasks and, hence, WM training effects were
underestimated. For the present study, we therefore chose tasks in which the speed component was minimized.

QUIZ
General knowledge quiz questions were presented, and participants had to choose one of four alternative answers.
The response time was limited to 60 s for each question, and trials without responses were counted as incorrect.
The training comprised 3,507 quiz questions provided by the Quiz-Fabrik GmbH (www.quiz-fabrik.de). Participants
completed 100 trials in each session, and performance was measured by their percentages of correct answers. The
level of training difficulty was increased by presenting more difficult questions; the difficulty of the questions
ranged from very easy to very difficult and was rated by the providers of the questions.

VISUAL SEARCH
Previous research has shown that prototypical visual search demands only little WM (Kane, Poole, Tuholski, &
Engle, 2006; Poole & Kane, 2009; Sobel, Gerrie, Poole, & Kane, 2007; cf. Redick et al., in press). In the visual search
task used in the active control group training, several circles with two gaps were displayed simultaneously. The
participants had to search the display for the target item, a circle with only one gap, and to indicate the position of
this gap by pressing the respective arrow key on the keyboard. Trials could also contain no target item, in which
case the participants had to press “A.” The display duration was 60 s or until the participant’s response. Trials
without responses were counted as incorrect; the percentage of correct answers served as the score. Participants
completed 70 trials of this task in each session. Higher levels of difficulty corresponded to a greater number of
circles displayed simultaneously.

COUNTING
Blocks of identical digits between 1 and 6 were shown on the screen. These blocks comprised as many identical
digits in a row as the digit indicated (e.g., five 5 s or three 3 s in a row). If this rule was broken for a digit, the
participants were to press the respective number’s key on the keyboard (e.g., in “5555,” one 5 is missing; therefore,
the correct response would be to press the “5” key). In the case that none of the blocks broke the rule, participants
had to press the “0” key. Trials were displayed for 60 s or until the participant’s response; trials without responses
were counted as incorrect. One session comprised 70 trials. The level of difficulty was increased on the basis of the
percentage of correct answers, by presenting more blocks of numbers simultaneously.

PRE- AND POSTASSESSMENTS
Overall, the test battery consisted of ten tasks that were designed to measure training on the three tasks trained,
as well as near transfer to three structurally similar tasks with different materials, intermediate transfer to two
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structurally dissimilar tasks that still measured the construct trained (i.e., WM), and far transfer to two tasks
measuring a different but related construct (i.e., reasoning). Furthermore, we administered a control test to which
we did not expect any transfer.

TRAINED TASKS AND NEAR-TRANSFER TASKS
Each functional category of WM capacity was measured by the three tasks used for training, as well as by three
structurally similar tasks that served to assess near transfer.

STORAGE AND PROCESSING
The complex span tasks consisted of 15 trials with varying list lengths (three to seven memoranda). The numerical
version was identical to the training task; the verbal version used words as the memoranda. Memoranda were
presented for 1 s, and in between memorization and recall, the participants had to decide whether a letter
presented was a consonant or a vowel and to indicate their decision via a keypress. Each decision trial lasted 3 s,
showing a blank screen after a participant’s response for the remaining time in order to keep the retention time
constant. The proportion of items recalled at the correct position was used as the dependent variable (partialcredit unit score; cf. Conway et al., 2005).

RELATIONAL INTEGRATION
The test version of the Tower of Fame task comprised 18 trials with the number of sentences (i.e., information
elements to be integrated) ranging from two to four. Each sentence was presented for 5 s, and the order of recall
was pseudorandomized. Unlimited time was provided to respond. The second task used to measure relational
integration was the kinship integration task used in our previous study (von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012). Here,
verbal descriptions of the relations between two people (e.g., “Anne is Barney’s sister,” “Barney is Carol’s father”)
were presented sequentially for 5 s each. After two or three consecutive sentences, participants were asked to
indicate the (implied, but not explicitly described) relationship between two people mentioned in the sentences
previously presented (e.g., “Anne is Carol’s?”, with the correct answer being “aunt”). The test comprised 16 trials,
and the proportion of correct answers was the outcome measure.

SUPERVISION
The task-switching tests comprised 80 bivalent stimuli each. The test version of figural task switching included
stimuli similar to those in the training version (i.e., geometrical shapes), but the task set (i.e., the categorization
rules) differed from those used during training. Participants had to decide either whether the stimulus shown was
green or blue, or whether it was round or angular. In the verbal version, we presented words that had to be
categorized as being either cities or rivers, or as being written in either green or blue. As in the training, the
categorization rules switched after every second stimulus. A cue for the relevant task was shown simultaneously
with the stimulus. The dependent variable measured was proportional switch costs, which were calculated by
subtracting RTs in task switch trials from RTs in task repetition trials, and dividing the difference by the average RT
(including both switch and repetition trials) per individual.
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INTERMEDIATE TRANSFER (WM)
A word-position binding task and an n-back task were used to assess transfer to structurally different WM tasks.

BINDING
In this task, two to five words were presented sequentially for 2 s each in different positions on the screen (cf.
Oberauer, 2005). Participants had to memorize which word was shown at which position. Immediately afterward,
probe words were displayed at the different positions. Positive probes were words from the previous list shown at
the correct position, whereas negative probes were words shown at a different position than during learning.
Across all 32 trials, the probes were 50 % positive and 50 % negative. The positive probes were distributed equally
(± 1) across the serial positions, defined by the temporal order of presentation, and across the possible positions on
the screen. Performance was measured by the discrimination parameter d' from signal detection theory, which
takes hits and false alarms into account. It is calculated as d' = z(FA) – z(H), where H is the hit rate, FA the false
alarm rate, and z refers to the z value corresponding to the probability of the given argument.

N-BACK
Letters were presented sequentially, and participants had to decide whether the letter currently shown was the
same as the one at n positions back, independent of whether or not the letter was displayed in capitals (e.g., as “A”
or “a”). To increase recall based on recollection rather than familiarity (cf. Szmalec, Verbruggen, Vandierendonck, &
Kemps, 2011), high-interference distractors were implemented (i.e., target letters that were shown at the wrong
positions n + 1 and n – 1). The stimuli were presented for 500 ms each, followed by a 2,500-ms interstimulus
interval. Participants had to respond to every item and could indicate their responses by keypresses during the
whole trial (i.e., for 3,000 ms). Participants completed each level of n (2 to 4) for three consecutive blocks of trials,
with each block consisting of 20 + n trials. Each block contained six matching letters and three high-interference
distractors, with the remaining trials being mismatches. The proportion of correct answers was used as the
dependent measure.

FAR TRANSFER (REASONING)
Far transfer to a different construct was measured by Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (RAPM; Raven,
1990). In this task, participants have to select the one of eight figures that completes a pattern presented. The 36
items of the RAPM were divided into odd and even items in order to create two test versions for the pre- and
posttest assessments. The RAPM task was administered without a time limit. Previous studies examining transfer
effects in young adults had occasionally reported trends toward ceiling effects (e.g., Jaeggi et al., 2008), and
therefore we administered the Bochumer Matrizentest (BOMAT; Hossiep, Turck, & Hasella, 2001) to the young
sample. The BOMAT is a matrix reasoning test similar to the RAPM, but more difficult. In the BOMAT, participants
have to select one of six alternative figures to complete the patterns presented, and the test comprises 29 trials.
We used the published parallel test versions A and B for the pre- and posttest assessments. The BOMAT was
administered with a fixed time limit of 45 min, as determined by the manual.
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CONTROL TEST
A quiz on general knowledge served as a control test to which we did not expect any transfer of WM training. In
addition, the quiz being part of pre- and postassessments increased the believability of the control training,
because participants in the control group (like those in the experimental group) experienced a test similar to their
training tasks. The questions in this test version differed from those used during the control group training, and
therefore we did not expect any improvements from the control group in this task, either. The test comprised 16
open text questions.

PROCEDURE
TRAINING
All of the participants had to complete 20 sessions of intensive training (approximately 25–30 min per session).
Training was self-administered at home via the open-source software Tatool (von Bastian, Locher, & Ruflin, in
press). After each training session, participants automatically uploaded their data to a Web server running Tatool
Online, which permitted us to constantly control the participants’ compliance. To enhance experimental control as
much as possible, we took several steps, such as maximizing individual commitment by signing a participant
agreement, alerting participants that their training data would be monitored, and automated online analysis of the
training data in order to detect irregularities (e.g., accuracies below chance level). Furthermore, we stayed in
regular contact with the participants via e-mail and phone. After half of the training sessions had been completed,
each participant received an e-mail asking how the training had gone so far. In addition, participants could always
contact the experimenters in case of any technical difficulties.
To adapt the level of task difficulty to individual performance, we used the adaptive score and level handler
included in Tatool (see Fig. 1). This algorithm measured individual performance at intervals that represented 40 %
of the trials of one session in each task (counted across sessions). For example, in the complex span task, 40 % of
the trials corresponded to five trials. If the participant scored at least 80 % correct, the algorithm set the
performance as the individual benchmark. If the participant’s performance improved after another 40 % of the
trials (e.g., the performance in the next five trials was greater than the individual benchmark), task difficulty was
increased, and the algorithm recalculated the individual benchmark after the next 40 % of the trials. However, if
performance was lower than the benchmark, the algorithm repeatedly checked the performance after every 40 %
of the trials. If performance did not improve after three such unsuccessful retries, the level of task difficulty was
decreased. Participants were informed about changes in the level of difficulty (e.g., “Congratulations, you achieved
the next level”), and they started each session on the level that they had achieved in the previous session.

PRE- AND POSTASSESSMENTS
Participants were tested in groups of no more than five. To control for the effects of fatigue, half of the participants
of each group completed the transfer tests in reverse order, relative to the other half. To minimize retest effects,
different sets of stimuli (A and B) were used for the two occasions and were balanced with respect to groups and
the order of test administration. For the computerized tests, we used Dell Optiplex GX620 PCs running Windows
XP. The tasks were written in Tatool (von Bastian et al., in press). Stimuli were presented on a 17-in. TFT monitor,
and manual responses were registered by a standard computer keyboard and a standard mouse.
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START
40% trials
SET BENCHMARK
(= individual accuracy)
40% trials
CHECK PERFORMANCE
performance >
benchmark?

LEVEL UP
increase level of difficulty

YES

NO

40% trials

RETRY
max. 3 retries

LEVEL DOWN
decrease level of difficulty
after 3 retries
Figure 1. Algorithm that adapts the level of task difficulty to individual changes in performance.

RESULTS
MISSING DATA
Due to technical difficulties during the pretest assessment, we lost the data of one participant in the binding task.
This participant was excluded from analyses that included this task. Two of the participants completed only 17
training sessions, one only 18 sessions, and six only 19 sessions, due to scheduling problems. Another four
participants completed 21 training sessions. The results were the same, independent of whether or not the
participants who completed more or less than 20 sessions were excluded; therefore, we included all of the
participants in our analyses to maximize power.

TREATMENT OF RT DATA

Task-switching scores (proportional switch costs) were based on the RTs of correct responses only. RTs of the
responses immediately after wrong responses and RT outliers were excluded from the analysis. Outliers were
defined as RTs exceeding a participant’s mean by more than 3 SDs. On average, this led to 11 % of RTs being
eliminated.
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ANALYSIS
First, to ensure that the effects that we found could be interpreted as being induced by training rather than
baseline differences, we conducted two-tailed t tests for each transfer task in the pretest separately for both age
groups. There were no significant baseline differences for any measurement (all ps > .184). However, there was a
tendency for participants in the old control group to score worse in the RAPM than did participants in the old
experimental group [t(55) = 1.81, p = .076]. Table 2 lists the means and standard deviations for each group in each
task.
Table 2. Mean Performance for the Test Battery Tasks as a Function of Training Group and Time of Assessment

Young
WM
T1

Task
Training tasks
Numerical
.49 (.11)
complex span
Tower of Fame
.22 (.08)
Figural task
.10 (.12)
switching
Near transfer
Verbal complex
.74 (.16)
span
Kinship
.73 (.21)
integration
Verbal task
.07 (.13)
switching
Intermediate transfer
Binding
2.45
(0.77)
N-Back
.81 (.06)
Far transfer
RAPM
13.44
(2.80)
BOMAT
16.91
(4.64)
Control test
Quiz
.46 (.18)

T2

Old
WM
T1

T2

AC
T1

T2

.45 (.11)

.53 (.11)

.32 (.13)

.53 (.17)

.26 (.12)

.38 (.15)

.32 (.09)
.11 (.11)

.20 (.07)
.12 (.11)

.24 (.08)
.10 (.08)

.10 (.05)
.03 (.22)

.18 (.05)
.06 (.07)

.11 (.06)
.08 (.11)

.15 (.06)
.04 (.10)

.84 (.14)

.77 (.09)

.79 (.10)

.51 (.11)

.64 (.09)

.53 (.11)

.57 (.16)

.79 (.19)

.68 (.18)

.75 (.19)

.35 (.16)

.39 (.18)

.36 (.21)

.40 (.21)

.09 (.10)

.06 (.12)

.07 (.10)

.04 (.12)

.08 (.12)

.04 (.12)

.09 (.10)

2.82
(0.73)
.86 (.07)

2.52
(0.65)
.78 (.12)

2.64
(0.62)
.84 (.13)

1.71
(0.58)
.56 (.25)

1.89
(0.59)
.57 (.26)

1.49
(0.60)
.54 (.23)

1.94
(0.64)
.60 (.23)

13.85
(2.43)
19.18
(4.78)

13.69
(3.12)
15.53
(4.64)

14.59
(2.50)
18.59
(4.68)

9.04
(3.46)
-

8.74
(3.32)
-

7.30
(3.76)
-

8.40
(3.61)
-

.45 (.17)

.44 (.14)

.41 (13)

.35 (.12)

.45 (.17)

.34 (.14)

.36 (.14)

T2

AC
T1

.70 (.16)

Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. All values are given as accuracy proportions, except for task switching (proportional
switch costs), binding (d'), and RAPM and BOMAT (numbers of correctly solved matrices). Only young participants completed the BOMAT. T1
= pretest, T2 = posttest. WM = working memory training, AC = active control.

TRAINING EFFECTS
Individual data inspection showed no signs of low engagement for any of the participants included (e.g., responding
repeatedly with the same key or irregular RTs). Training effects were analyzed for each group and training task with
analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for repeated measures, using training performance as the dependent variable, and
age group and training session as independent variables. Training session was coded by a linear contrast to reflect
monotonic trends rather than erratic fluctuations across sessions. As is illustrated in Fig. 2, all groups showed large
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training effects for each training task, indicated by significant linear effects of session (all ps < .001; see Table 3),
except for figural task switching, for which the linear contrast was not significant in either age group. The main
2
effect of age was significant for numerical complex span [F(1, 52) = 20.24, p < .001, η p = .28], reflecting that
younger participants performed better than older participants. Furthermore, we found a significant interaction of
2
age with the linear contrast of session [F(1, 52) = 19.13, p < .001, η p = .27], indicating larger improvements in
young than in old participants. The same pattern was observed for the Tower of Fame task [age: F(1, 52) =
2
2
31.96, p < .001, ηp = .38; Session × Age: F(1, 52) = 17.44, p < .001, η p = .25]. For task switching, an effect of age
2
also emerged [F(1, 52) = 4.33, p = .042, η p = .08], but in this case, older participants performed better than
younger participants (i.e., they showed smaller proportional switch costs). The linear contrast of the Session × Age
2
interaction was not significant [F(1, 52) < 0.01, p = .996, η p < .01]. In the active control group, older participants
2
performed better than younger participants in the quiz, F(1, 58) = 23.98, p < .001, η p = .97, and also showed larger
gains during training, as reflected by a significant interaction of age with the linear contrast of session [F(1, 58) =
2
10.05, p = .002, η p = .15]. We found neither a main effect of age nor a Session × Age interaction for either visual
2
2
search [F(1, 58) = 0.32, p = .574, η p = .28, and F(1, 58) = 0.01,p = .931, η p < .01, respectively] or counting [F(1, 58)
2
2
= 0.05, p = .823, η p < .01, and F(1, 58) = 0.04, p = .839, η p < .01, respectively].
One general problem occurs when analyzing training gains on the basis of performance during training: All
participants start the training phase on the same level of difficulty, independent of individual initial ability. Thus,
people with higher initial ability will reach higher levels faster, even in the absence of training gains. As a
consequence, performance gain during training is a measure that confounds initial ability and improvements in
ability above this initial level. Therefore, we measured training gain also with test versions of the WM training tasks
from the pre- and postassessments. These tasks were structurally identical to the training versions, except for the
absence of feedback during testing. A mixed-design ANOVA with age group, training group, and assessment (prevs. posttest) as independent variables showed that WM training induced greater performance gains from pretest to
posttest, as compared to active control training, in the numerical complex span task, F(1, 119) = 22.38, p <
2
2
.001, η p = .16, and the Tower of Fame task, F(1, 119) = 23.44, p < .001, η p = .17, but not for task switching, F(1,
2
119) = 2.85, p = .094, η p = .02 (cf. Table A1 in the Appendix). This confirms the effects found during training.
Unlike the scores during training, however, performance gains in the test versions were not significantly modulated
by age, as reflected in the Assessment × Age × Training Group interactions (Fs < 1). Therefore, the age modulation
during training was probably due to the lower initial performance of older than of younger participants.
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WM Training

14

AC Training

A)

D)

B)

E)

C)

F)

Figure 2. Training gains during working memory (WM; panels a–c) and active control (ac; panels d–f) training. Error bars represent confidence
intervals (95 %) for the within-subjects comparisons, calculated according to Cousineau (2005) and Morey (2008).
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Table 3. Linear Contrasts of Training Effects on Performance in the Trained Tasks during Training

Group/Age
WM
Young
Old
AC
Young
Old

2

Task

M

SD

F

p

ηp

Numerical Complex Span
Tower of Fame
Figural Task Switching
Numerical Complex Span
Tower of Fame
Figural Task Switching

8.03
5.06
0.01
4.04
2.65
0.004

4.05
2.13
0.05
1.02
0.57
0.03

52.74
65.28
0.78
151.37
53.65
3.26

<. 001
<. 001
.384
<. 001
<. 001
.085

.64
.69
.03
.87
.71
.13

Quiz
Visual Search
Counting
Quiz
Visual Search
Counting

8.25
25.09
24.78
10.25
25.29
24.75

2.26
1.49
1.60
1.99
2.19
2.03

182.12
10767.54
8564.46
295.65
1917.06
1967.92

<. 001
<. 001
<. 001
<. 001
<. 001
<. 001

.86
.99
.99
.92
.99
.99

Note. Bold p values indicate significant effects. The means and standard deviations are given for the last training session. For figural task
switching, mean improvements in switch costs from Sessions 1 to 20 and the respective standard deviations are given. Only participants with
complete training data sets were included in the analyses. The dependent variable was the level of difficulty achieved in the last training
session, except for figural task switching, for which proportional improvement in switch costs from the first to the last training session was
used. The dfs for the F statistics are as follows: WM training (young), 1, 30; WM training (old), 1, 22; AC training (young), 1, 31; AC training
(old), 1, 27. WM = working memory training, AC = active control.

TRANSFER EFFECTS
Transfer effects were assessed with mixed-design ANOVAs for each task, with Age (young vs. old) and Training
Group (WM vs. active control) as between-subjects factors and Assessment (pre- vs. posttest) as a within-subjects
factor. The complete results are listed in Table A1 in the Appendix. Significant Training Group × Assessment
interactions, in combination with larger means for the WM training group (Table 2), provide evidence for positive
effects of WM training on the respective measures; significant Age × Group × Assessment interactions indicate that
these effects were modulated by age. Effect sizes (see Fig. 3 and Table A2 in the Appendix) were standardized by
the standard deviation at pretest within each age group.

NEAR TRANSFER
The only significant transfer was observed for the verbal complex span task, which was structurally similar to the
2
numerical complex span task used for training, F(1, 119) = 13.49, p < .001, η p = .10. Again, this effect was not
modulated by age (F < 1). Transfer effects emerged for neither kinship integration nor verbal task switching (Fs < 1).

INTERMEDIATE TRANSFER
Intermediate transfer denotes transfer to structurally dissimilar tasks that measure the same theoretical construct
that had been trained. We found no significant interactions indicating transfer (Fs < 1), except for an Age × Group ×
2
Assessment interaction for performance on the binding task, F(1, 118) = 8.06, p = .005, η p = .06. We conducted
post-hoc ANOVAs for each age group separately to identify the source of this interaction. The ANOVA for young
adults showed a marginal Group × Assessment interaction, indicating that WM training might have led to superior
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2

performance in binding as compared to active control training, F(1, 64) = 3.75, p = .057, η p = .06. The Group ×
2
Assessment interaction was also significant for older adults, F(1, 54) = 4.67, p = .035, η p = .08. In this case,
however, the performance gain was larger in the active control group. Examining the means in Table 2 shows that
the older active control group performed slightly (but not significantly) worse than the training group at pretest
[M diff = 0.22; t(54) = 1.35, p = .184], whereas the mean difference between the groups was rather small and also
not significant at posttest [M diff = −0.05; t(54) = −0.27, p = .787 ]. The older WM group’s performance increased
slightly, but not significantly [t(25) = −1.93, p = .065], whereas the older control group improved significantly from
pre- to posttest [t(29) = −6.16, p < .001]. There is no obvious explanation for this effect.

2.5

Young WM

Young control

Old WM

Old control

2.0
Effect size (d)

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0

Figure 3. Effects of working memory (WM) and active control training on the tasks included in the test battery. Only young participants
completed the BOMAT.

FAR TRANSFER
2

For the RAPM, a significant Group × Assessment interaction emerged, F(1, 119) = 4.01, p = .047, η p = .03The
means in Table 2, however, reveal that the source of this interaction was probably a larger performance gain in the
active control group than in the WM training group. To investigate this supposition, we conducted post-hoc t tests
between groups (WM training vs. control, with the two age groups conjoined) for each test assessment, and within
groups (pre- vs. posttest). As with the binding task, the results showed that the groups differed neither at
pretest, t(121) = 1.17, p = .247, nor at posttest, t(121) = −0.01, p = .993. The WM training group’s change in RAPM
performance from pre- to posttest was not significant, t(60) = 0.30, p = .247, but the change was significant for the
control group, t(61) = 3.03, p = .004. We found no effect of WM training on performance in the BOMAT (F < 1).
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CONTROL TEST
There was no effect of training condition on changes in performance in the open-format quiz (F < 1).

DISCUSSION
The present work had two goals. First, we examined whether transfer effects induced by WM training occur not
only in younger, but also in older, adults. Second, on the basis of the rationale that transfer is driven by functional
overlap between training and transfer tasks, we investigated the hypothesis that transfer should be broader if the
training regimen targets multiple cognitive functions instead of focusing only on one specific process (Buschkuehl
et al., 2012; Lustig et al., 2009). Therefore, our WM training regimen addressed the three functional categories in
the facet model of WM capacity (Oberauer et al., 2000; Oberauer et al., 2003; Süß et al., 2002) simultaneously:
storage and processing, relational integration, and supervision. In each age group, we compared a WM training
group to an active control group that practiced tasks with only low WM demand.
Although we found large training effects for two of the training tasks (numerical complex span and Tower of Fame),
no effects of training on proportional task-switching costs were apparent. The absence of a training effect on
switch costs stands in contrast to previous findings (Karbach & Kray, 2009; von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012). An
obvious difference between our previous study (von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012) and the present one is that
participants in the supervision training group of the previous study completed more trials in each training session,
simply because the four weeks of training focused on task switching only. In the study conducted by Karbach and
Kray, however, a very short training intervention (only four sessions) led to improvements in switch costs. The
difference between the switching paradigm used by Karbach and Kray and ours is that we used cues to indicate the
relevant task, and they did not. It is possible that task-switching training is more effective when tasks are not cued,
so that participants must keep track of the task sequence themselves. This speculation is in line with Minear and
Shah (2008), who also used cued task-switching training and did not observe training-related decreases in switch
costs, either. Future studies that compare training effects in cued and noncued task switching could shed further
light on this matter.
A small transfer effect was observed in the verbal version of the complex span task for both age groups. In addition,
we found a marginally significant effect for binding in young, but not in old, adults. The benefit of WM training on
binding in young adults replicates an equivalent finding in our previous study (von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012). The
facts that we found transfer to the verbal complex span task and obtained weak evidence for transfer to binding,
but not to tasks more similar to the other training tasks (i.e., kinship integration, verbal task switching), suggests
that probably only numerical complex span training was successful in terms of inducing transfer. Concerning
transfer to reasoning, we did not find any evidence for WM-training-induced improvements. The absence of
transfer to reasoning is not surprising, given the assumption that far transfer effects are generally smaller than near
transfer effects (e.g., Klauer, 2001), and given that only small near transfer effects were found for the verbal
complex span and binding tasks. The effects on the trained tasks and the verbal version of the complex span task
were of the same magnitude for young and old adults, similar to the findings in some previous training studies with
age-comparative settings (Bherer et al., 2005; Davidson, Zacks, & Williams, 2003; Li et al., 2008). The only effect
that was modulated by age was the effect of binding, which was absent in old adults, and weak in young adults. The
absence of transfer to binding exclusively in old adults matches the hypothesis of age-related impairments in
associative memory (Oberauer, 2005; Old & Naveh-Benjamin, 2008). However, the effect was also only small in
young adults; hence, this age modulation should be interpreted cautiously.
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Regarding our second research question, this study has provided evidence that transfer is not broader, but weaker
when multiple functional categories are trained at once, as compared to a setting in which the training intervention
focuses on only one specific functional category (von Bastian & Oberauer, 2012). Of course, because we kept the
overall training intensity (20 sessions within four weeks) constant across both studies, each functional category was
trained less intensively in the present training regimen than in the previous study. It is possible that in order to
produce transfer, each functional category has to be trained with a certain minimum level of intensity, which lies
beyond the amount of training that participants received in the present study. Therefore, we cannot exclude the
possibility that training over a longer period (e.g., three times longer, to keep the training times for each functional
category constant) would lead to broader transfer. For example, the higher training intensity in the study by
Schmiedek et al. (2010) could be the reason why they found more transfer than the present study, although they
used an equally broad training method. To investigate this matter, future studies will be required that comprise
different intensity conditions and that directly contrast single-function with multifunction training regimens.
For all tasks in our test battery, we found main effects of age, indicating better performance in young than in older
adults (see Table A1 in the Appendix), except for task switching, where the effect was either in the opposite
direction (figural version) or absent (verbal version). At first glance, this finding seems to indicate the rather
counterintuitive conclusion that executive functioning was better in older than in young adults. Absent or reverse
age effects on switch costs, however, are a common finding in the literature (Reimers & Maylor, 2005; Wasylyshyn,
Verhaeghen, & Sliwinski, 2011; Whitson, Karayanidis, & Michie, 2012). One possible reason for this was suggested
by Mayr (2001). Theoretically, it is assumed that the relevant task set has to be selected only after a task switch.
Smaller switch costs are, therefore, often interpreted as revealing increased efficiency in task set selection in switch
trials. The smaller switch costs in older adults could, however, also reflect that older adults have to rely on task
selection not only in switch trials, but also in repetition trials. This assumption is supported by our finding that the
age effect found in all other tasks in our test battery favored younger adults.
To conclude, our study provides evidence that WM training targeting multiple functional categories is less efficient
than WM training focusing on single processes only. Given that transfer effects of WM training are generally rather
small (if they are observed at all), our results suggest that future training interventions (at least those that extend
only four weeks) should better focus on specific functional categories in order to enhance the probability of
observing transfer. The magnitude of training effects was not modulated by age; transfer was, however, very
narrow for both age groups.
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APPENDIX
Table A1. ANOVA Effects of Working Memory Training on Test Battery Measurements

Task
Training effects
Numerical complex span
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
Tower of Fame
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
Task switching figural
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
Near transfer
Complex span verbal
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
Kinship integration
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
Task switching verbal
Age
Group
Age x group

2

F(1, 119)

p

ηp

64.01
23.27
<0.01
178.06
0.26
22.38
0.74

<.001
<.001
.954
<.001
.612
<.001
.391

.35
.16
<.01
.60
<.01
.16
<.01

81.46
6.57
2.33
153.86
1.34
23.44
0.89

<.001
.012
.129
<.001
.249
<.001
.347

.90
.05
.02
.56
.01
.17
.01

10.74
0.30
0.20
0.06
0.11
2.85
0.58

.001
.587
.656
.801
.918
.094
.448

.08
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
.02
.01

137.95
0.76
0.11
63.94
1.81
13.49
< 0.01

<.001
.385
.742
<.001
.182
<.001
.948

.54
.01
<.01
.35
.02
.10
<.01

124.96
0.27
0.80
18.49
1.09
0.02
0.02

<.001
.602
.372
<.001
.299
.889
.896

.91
<.01
.01
.13
.01
<.01
<.01

0.31
0.13
0.17

.579
.724
.685

<.01
<.01
<.01
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Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
Intermediate transfer
a
Binding
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
N-Back
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
Far transfer
RAPM
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment
b
BOMAT
Group
Assessment
Group x assessment
Control task
Quiz
Age
Group
Age x group
Assessment
Age x assessment
Group x assessment
Age x group x assessment

25

5.90
1.70
0.13
0.28

.017
.194
.717
.596

.047
.014
<.01
<.01

58.54
0.39
0.02
38.50
0.63
<0.01
8.06

<.001
.536
.890
<.001
.429
.993
.005

.93
<.01
<.01
.25
.01
<.01
.06

66.31
0.10
0.17
17.37
0.80
1.82
0.87

<.001
.759
.684
<.001
.373
.179
.353

.36
<.01
<.01
.13
.01
.02
.01

114.87
0.28
2.21
5.05
0.30
4.01
0.91

<.001
.598
.140
.026
.587
.047
.341

.49
.01
<.01
.04
<.01
.03
.01

0.86
33.47
0.75

.357
<.001
.389

.01
.34
.01

9.57
1.48
0.01
0.46
5.65
0.89
0.19

.002
.227
.929
.498
.019
.348
.666

.07
.01
<.01
<.01
.05
.01
<.01

Note. Bold p-values indicate significant effects (p < .05, two-tailed).
a

df = 1, 118 (missing data of one old participant in the experimental group at pre-test)

b

df = 1, 64 (only young participants completed the BOMAT)
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Table A2. Effect sizes (Cohen’s d) of Training on Test Battery Measurements

Task
Training effects
Numerical complex span
Tower of Fame
Figural task switching
Near transfer
Verbal complex span
Kinship integration
Verbal task switching
Intermediate transfer
Binding
N-Back
Far transfer
RAPM
BOMAT
Control task
Quiz

Young
WM

AC

Net ES

Old
WM

AC

Net ES

2.01
1.25
-0.07

0.77
0.59
0.17

1.20
0.80
-0.23

1.60
1.58
-0.14

0.60
0.65
0.31

0.58
0.74
-0.39

0.60
0.31
-0.18

0.34
0.38
-0.02

0.53
0.00
-0.17

1.11
0.23
-0.36

0.48
0.21
-0.39

0.64
-0.04
0.03

0.48
0.70

0.18
0.45

0.36
-0.09

0.30
0.04

0.74
0.24

-0.46
-0.19

0.15
0.49

0.29
0.66

-0.17
-0.17

-0.09
-

0.29
-

-0.38
-

-0.08

-0.19

0.08

0.46

0.15

0.27

Note. Net effect sizes (Net ES) were calculated by subtracting the control group’s gain scores (from pre- to post-test) from the WM training
group’s gain scores and standardizing the result by the standard deviation at pre-test within each age group.

